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A successful transition will need to go beyond just the digitization of tasks and processes

Wiring
Build organisational wiring
• Define the new way things are done

• Make performance transparent

• Promote high performing culture

Capability
Build capability to deliver
• Utilise online learning tools

• Apply adult learning principles

• Coach employees to ensure solutions 
succeed

Technology
Establish the right technology
• Address cyber risks related to remote 

connection

• Identify the right technology to 
support the new working environment

• Prioritise technology for delivery

High-performing 
remote operations

Alignment and Ownership
Maintain alignment and ownership
• Create a shared view of desired outcome

• Agree plan to deliver

• Build ownership through engagement

A technology-enabled future: Mining remotely

The mining industry’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic has been noteworthy. By leveraging well-established crisis management skills, 
most miners have safely adapted their operations to protect the workforce while maintaining business operations. Many have seen skeleton 
crews deliver record results, as they focus on high-priority activities and avoid the distraction of non-critical projects.

However, COVID-19 also brought known gaps – in technology adoption, integration, and security – to the forefront.  As miners ramp 
operations back up, the new norm of working remotely will add a further layer of complexity driven by the high number of ‘people on site’.  

This presents an opportunity for mining companies to experiment with operating models they once thought impossible, including remote 
work teams for various functions (e.g. Human Resources, Planning) to minimise travel, resource requirements and logistics costs.

Successful transformation is tied to four areas

1. Alignment and ownership

Be explicit about what is required – what, where and whom

Remote working at its worst allows inefficiencies, 
duplicates effort, fosters uncertainty and delays and 
causes low morale. Organisations can be slower to spot 
these issues as they arise because colleagues are often 
unable to meet and digital meetings require certain 
formality which is not required when you can simply stop 
in someone’s office to get things moving. In parallel, new 
ways of teamworking will emerge spontaneously and 
independently, driving both good and poor practice.

To address this, it is important to set clear expectations:

 → Agree priority deliverables for the time-period e.g. week, month or 
quarter.

 → Agree specific actions to deliver priorities. Consider what needs to 
be done, when it is needed by and who is accountable to deliver it.

 → Overinvest in transparency and visibility of communications. 
Ensure stakeholders are in the loop to avoid duplication of efforts. 
Celebrate coordination across the business and share learnings.

 → Document key processes and protocols. Document those designed 
for or evolving in the home-working environment. Make them 
available to those who need them.

 → Working from home presents unique 
challenges to the mining industry, as 
it has traditionally relied heavily on 
an on-site workforce to deliver work

 → Many sites and organisations found 
themselves underprepared as they 
lacked the required technologies 
to effectively work remotely

 → Miners can successfully deploy remote 
working by carefully managing four 
key factors – alignment and ownership, 
wiring, technology and capability
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The new way things are done should be clearly 
defined and focus should be placed on driving high 
performance. To facilitate this, a new channel should 
be set up to allow clear communication with the 
frontline of daily, weekly, monthly targets and frequent 
daily touchpoints to identify and resolve issues quickly. 

Is your organisation achieving alignment 
and ownership?

 → Do all team members understand what is 
expected of them?

 → Are regular reviews occurring to check 
status and agree priorities and next steps?

 → Are key processes documented and readily 
available to those who need them?

2. Wiring

Establish a strong foundation for remote working with 
appropriate systems and tools

To be successful, new management operating routines 
should be clearly defined to create a shared view of 
desired outcome. 

Clear accountability with supporting targets should be 
established and cascaded through the organisation – 
enabling all members of the highly dispersed workforce 
to pull in the same direction.

Accountability through the business

3. Technology

Keep your organisation cyber secure whilst enabling high performance

Working remotely introduces additional challenges around data 
and security. It is important to engage IT early in the process to find 
appropriate, sustainable solutions. IT plays a crucial role, as existing 
processes and policies can limit how quickly and effectively a team 
can access systems from outside the office. 

Home networks are typically less secure than corporate networks, 
particularly when shared (e.g. multiple people working from home, 
children distance learning) – making your ‘human firewall’ critical in 
protecting the organisation from cyber threat. 

Role-based training and awareness programmes on 
cybersecurity help to build a cyber secure organisation

In addition to mitigating cyber threat, organisations should ensure 
they have technology platforms in place that drive high performance. 
At present, a one-size-fits-all platform does not exist so do not rely 
on any single digital tool for every aspect of communication and 
collaboration.  Each operation will need to experiment and figure out 
which digital tools work best for them. Some notable technologies 
that are driving improved performance, automated process control, 
machine learning to optimise set points, dashboards deployed to the 
frontline and remote integrated operating centres.

There is a vast array of online platforms available to enable 
communication (e.g. Skype, WhatsApp), information sharing and 
collaboration (e.g. Google Docs, Miro, Microsoft Teams) and project 
management (e.g. Trello, Monday.com, BaseCamp), as well as 
governance (e.g. Diligent, Boardvantage). This is an ideal opportunity 
to see how they will work within your organisation. 

It is important to note that not all collaboration tools integrate nicely 
together, IT or cyber teams should have a holistic view of the tools 
being used to identify hidden cyber risks.
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First you need to determine what successful management operating routines 
should look like in your mine…

How accountability is driven through the business

Front-line
• Review KPIs
• Understand gaps and variances
• Drive corrective actions to the team

Middle management
• Linked to KPIs
• Understand gaps and variances
• Agree and align on actions and targets

Senior management
• Visible leadership 
• Coaching personnel and leading 

team to deliver results
• Capture full potential of business
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Working remotely increases Cyber risks – these can actively be managed

Remote working increases Cyber risks
Lack of policy
Unclear security requirements 
when using own equipment

Lack of consistency
A ‘bring your own device’ setup can 
lead to missing security software

Lack of visibility
Less ability to proactively monitor 
for threats and vulnerabilities

Lack of preparation
New remote workers are often 
unsure of responsibilities 

Lack of recovery
Current incident response and 
recovery often doesn’t 
account for remote work

Lack of bandwidth
Slower response times when 
using home internet service

Five steps to mitigate Cyber risks
Never open or click communication 
from untrusted sources
e.g. ‘urgent attention’ emails

Secure your WI-FI network
Change the default admin password
Allow only people that you trust

Create longer, stronger passwords
Use a passphrase
Install a password manager
Enable 2-step verification

Promptly install updates 
on your computers and 
mobile devices

Safeguard your work devices 
from family and friends, as they can 
accidentally modify information or 
infect the device
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4. Capability

Change can be difficult and intimidating – build your team’s capability to use new solutions and deliver results.

If this is the first time using these platforms, help people familiarise themselves with how to use them. This could include training, either 
in groups or self-guided, or appointing ‘ambassadors’ to provide support within divisions or regions. With practice, these platforms will 
become just another part of your organisation’s toolkit and culture, enabling greater coordination and contribution. 

Explicit norms should be established up front and should include regular live ‘catch ups’ to share progress, solve problems and 
communicate on specific topics. Set your remote team norms to maintain optimal collaboration and connection by locking in frequent 
communication to ensure alignment and reinforce best practice. Ensure real-time, ‘side-by-side’ coaching delivered through live contact 
(do not rely on emails). Exploit tools available, keep it casual and minimise adaptation required (exploit tools already in use).

Coaching and training can still be conducted effectively in a remote environment using a range of tools:

Conclusion
The pandemic forced mining companies to transition quickly into remote working.  This presents an opportunity for organisations to 
transition into highly effective hybrid remote teams which build on the foundation of alignment and ownership, wiring, technology and 
capability. 

This will deliver immense benefit to safety, productivity and costs. Organisations can achieve safer workplaces with less people on site. 
Productivity is increased both due to an expanded global talent pool (as remote lifts geographical restraints) and effective work from home 
practices. Both contributing to reduced overhead costs and increased profitability.

About the author
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Support development
• Live online training and discussions
• Virtual coaches

Deliver formal communication
• Daily team check-ins
• Regular updates from MD or divisional heads Sustain the watercooler

• Swap stories and jokes via social media (e.g. Skype, WhatsApp)
• Establish team challenges (e.g. exercise, eat healthily)

Maintain duty of care
• Access safety support 
• Access dedicated ‘work from home’ IT support 

Grow

Share

Care

Inform

 → Screen share coaching sessions

 → Formal one-on-one video chat debrief and coaching sessions

 → Online interactive training sessions

 → Real-time collaborative tools

 → Virtual Reality training videos 

 → Real-time immersive coaching session

 → 360 immersive content

Richard manages our global Mining Practice. He has over 10 years’ experience across operational planning, 
engineering and leadership roles with a focus on business improvement, transformation and production 
optimisation. He has performed several senior level mine planning and mine engineering roles in Australia, 
South East Asia and Latin America, and managed mining studies for major mining houses. 
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